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Abstract 

The poison solution and the moderator in Secondary Shutdown System (SDS-2) of 500 MWe PHWR, 

are separated bv their own liquid in liquid interface. This interface moves towards the calandria 

because of molecular diffusion, temperature difference and physical disturbances in the moderator 

level. It is proposed to install two numbers of high pressure conductivity probes (HPCP) to monitor the 

interface movement s s well a s to provide the safe annunciation value for interface location. On 

actuation of the SDS-2 signal, high-pressure helium will inject the poison into the moderator to 

shutdown the reactor. During poison injection, these probes will experience high pressure of nearly 65 

kg/sq.cm. Global market survey indicated that conductivity probes having built in temperature sensor 

are available,for a maximum pressure rating of 35 kg/sq.cm. Hence in order to meet the process 

requirement of SDS-2, the development of HPCP suitable for a pressure of 85 kg/sq.cm. was taken 

up. Two numbers of such probes were successfully designed, fabricated and evaluated for their 

performance. The developed conductivity probes fully meet the laid design & performance criteria. 

The aforesaid development work was a successful endeavour towards indigenisation of high-pressure 

conductivity probe for future applications. This report deals with the design aspects, fabrication 

technique, material & performance evaluation criteria and test results of HPCP. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

To meet large requirement* of negative reactivity for 500 MWe PHWR, two independent, fast 
acting and diverse reactor shut-down/ protection systems are provided. The shutdown system 
No. 1 (SDS-1) is a group of 28 vertical shirt-off rods and having total worth of approximately -65 
mk for 26 rods. The shutdown system No.2 (SDS-2) is a liquid poison injection system and 
consists of 6 horizontal poison injection tubes with a total worth of -300 mk for 5 tube*. 

The basic aim in design of shutdown systems is to introduce -70 mk negative reactivity within 2 
seconds. The design of the shut down system must establish and provide an adequate depth of 
reactivity worth, rate of insertion and capability to meet the possible delay in its actuation. The 
shut down function Mil perform as intended when its components and process parameters are 
thoroughly evaluated for their reliability and effectiveness. 

The basic flow sheet of the liquid poison injection system i.e. secondary shut down system is 
shown in Fig.1. The system consists of a helium gas tank pressurised at 65 Kg/sq.cm. 
connected to six liquid poison tanks through a bank of six quick opening solenoid valves fl]. 
Each poison tank is connected to a horizontal poison injection tube located in the calandria and 
each poison injection tube has 336 holes of 3.2 mm dia each, distributed throughout its length. 
The actuation of two out of three trip channels opens the solenoid valves. Pressurised helium 

2. SDS-2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

FIG.1: PLOW DIAGRAM OF U0UID POISON INJEC1I0N SYS I EM (SOS-2) I OR 500 MW« PHWR 



rushes into the poison tank and injects the liquid poison into the moderator in the form of high-
speed jets and mixes with the moderator and thereby shuts down the reactor. 

The poison tank, having ID of 280 mm, 2.3 m height, is filled-up with 134 liters of gadolinium 
nitrate (6d(N03h 6H}0) solution with 8000 ppm Gd concentration. For safe and positive shut 
down, the position of the ball is to be indicated when the poison tank Is full which confirms the 
availability of the system. Two diverse methods i.e. differential pressure level transmitter and 
ultrasonic ball detection system (UBDS) are being used for this purpose. Once the poison is 
completely injected, the tank becomes empty and the ball gets seated at bottom of poison tank, 
thus preventing the helium flow in to the calandria and avoiding its over pressurisabon. 

As shown in Fig.1, there is no physical barrier between the poison and the moderator. Their 
own liquid in liquid interface separates these two fluids. Under normal reactor operation, the 
poison moderator interface will be at the 65 mm NB isolation ball valve (downstream of poison 
tank) in the U-bend region. However the interface moves towards the calandria over a period of 
time due to the following reasons: 

• Molecular diffusion because of density difference between the gadolinium nitrate solution 
and heavy water, and due to thermophoresis arising as a result of temperature difference 
between two liquids; the hot heavy water being nearer to the calandria. 

• Mixing of poison and moderator due to physical disturbance, which is mainly due to 
moderator level changes. It could be due to movement of adjuster/ shut off/ control rods or 
even cover-gas pressure variations. 

In order to monitor the poison interface movement (PMI). conductivity measurement would be a 
best choice as the ratio of the conductivity of poison and heavy water is almost 10000 Hence 
in the U-bend region of the piping between poison tank and calandria. there are two online 
high-pressure conductivity probes KE-1 and KE-2 to monitor the interface movement. On 
interface movement towards calandria, there will be an increase in the conductivity and at safe 
value annunciation will be made. To bring the interface back to its original location, migrated 
poison will be removed by draining. 

3. DEVELOPMENTAL AREAS 

To meet the stringent requirements, a full scale prototype for one injection unit was designed 
and is being developed in RED, Hall No 7. This development calls for its design qualification 
and establishing various process parameters to validate its desired safety function for the 
reactor. Experimental studies were carried out to qualify the design and evolve process 



parameters such as gas tank pressure, poison discharge rats and poison injection time etc. to 
ensure design intent (2]. Number of experiments have been performed with some still are in 
progress to meet the foBowing milestones. 

a) To study the poison jet growth rate and the poison discharge rate at various injection 
pressures up to maximum of 100.0 Kg/sq.cm. [3] 

b) Measurement of dead time l.e. the time for poison front / interface movement from the 
its normal location at bell valve to ealartdrte at various pressure up to 85 Kg/sq.cm.{4J 

c) In-situ opening time measurement of fast acting AC solenoid valves to ascertain their 
performance and reliability [4]. 

d) Lab scale study on Poison Moderator Interface (PMI) movement (5). 

e) Development of Ultrasonic Ban detection System (UBDS) for locating the bait in the 
poison tank (5). 

This report deals in details, the developmental activities regarding high-pressure conductivity 
probes. 

4. DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH PRESSURE CONDUCTIVITY 

PROBE (HPCP) 

4.1 Objective 

The general purpose conductivity probe is suitable for a maximum 10 bars having %" or V* 
threaded connection in PVC or metallic body for a working temperature upto 60 deg C. This is 
generally a standard requirement in any chemical industry. Based on cost considerations, 
automatic temperature compensation is carried out either with a built in temperature sensor or 
with an external temperature sensor which requires additional tapping /opening in the pipeline. 
A global market survey indicated that conductivity probes having a built-in temperature sensor 
are only available for maximum 35 bars pressure rating. Hence, in order to meet very high 
pressure requirement of the SDS-2 system, a developmental program for high-pressure 

conductivity probe (HPCP) was taken up. In principle, the HPCP should have the following 
salient features: 

a) It should be suitable for operating pressure up to 85 kg/sq.cm. (hydro test pressure at 
150 kg/sq.cm.). 



b) It should have one In-bultt temperature sensor (RTD) for automatic temperature 

compensation. 

c) The probe's constructional material should be compatible for fluid medium i.e. heavy 

water. 

d) It should be able to measure the desired range of conductivity with an overall accuracy 
of ±1.0%. 

e) Its dimensions should be suitable for its installation at 66 NB vertical pipeline, i.e. the 
length should be sufficient enough to be accommodated in 900 lbs, 45 degree (atrolet 
and 1' size, SS weld neck flange connection. But the diameter should be as small as 
possible so as to introduce least resistance in poison flow path. On the other hand, it 
should be capable of sustaining the high poison vetocrty of 25 m/sec during injection. 

f) Since it is one of the critical components in the pressure boundary of SDS-2, the probe 
is required to be qualified through stringent testing programme so that its mechanical 
integrity and measurement capability can be ascertained for nuclear reactor 
applications. 

In view of the above, the testing and qualification of these conductivity probes as per SDS-2 
system requirements, becomes an important objective. In order to evolve the range of 
measurement, a study on the Poison Moderator interface (PMI) in the lab scale was earned out 
as follows. 

4.2 Poison Moderator Interface (PMI) Study 

An experimental programme was chalked out on lab scale to study the poison moderator 
interface (PMI) movement due to molecular diffusion. Based upon this study, two ranges of 
measurements, namely, 0-200 and 0-16000 iis/cm were evolved. Hence the developed probe 
should be able to meet these ranges. However full scale PMI study has also been initiated at 
haM 7, to evolve suitable ranges of the two probes to be used for 500 MWe PHWR. 

4.3 Operating Principle of HPCP 

The conductivity probe typically consists of two metai plates or electrodes firmly placed using 
an insulating material to form a chamber for holding the fluid sample. The cell constant is 
dependent on the area (size) of the electrodes and the distance between them. A probe with a 



relatively low constant (K • 0.1/cm) has large electrodes placed dose together and is suitable 
for measuring tow-conductivity samples. When an electrical voltage is applied through the 
electrodes across a column of liquid, there will be a dissociation of liquid molecules into positive 
and negative ions. The electric current through that column of liquid is due to the movement of 
these ions to the respective electrodes, so their concentrations affect conductivity. When the 
concentration of ions is high, conductivity is high, and the resistance to electrical passage is 
low. 

Electrical conductivity, a measure of the ability of a solution to carry a current, is defined as the 
electrical conductance of one cubic solution measured between the opposite faces of that cube. 
In other words, electrical conductivity of the solution is n = K / R, where K & R are cell constant 
of the conductivity probe and electrical resistance of the solution respectively. The cell constant 
K = L / A where L is the effective length and A is the effective area between the two electrodes 
of the piobe. 

The mho, or siemens (S), is the unit of measurement for conductance; it is the inverse of 
resistance (ohms). Conductivity (mho per unit length) is the reciprocal of resistivity. Specific 
conductance (S/cm) is numerically equivalent to conductivity. Conductivity Is usually expressed 
In inicro-mhos/cm (ji-mhos/cm) or micro-S/cm (^S/cm). 

4.4 Design Basis of HPCP 

The cross-sectional view of the 
developed high-pressure conductivity 
probe is shown in fig 2. Its design basis 
is as follows. 

4.4.1 Conductivity Range 

For designing a conductivity probe, the 
primary input required is its 
measurement range, which decides the 
cell constant K. The typical conductivity 
range and corresponding cell constant 
values are shown below in Table-1. 
Probes with cell constants 10 cm.'1 and 
0.05 cm.'1 were selected which will ester 
to the range upto 16,000 nS/cm. and 
200 tiS/cm respectively. 



Tabte-1: Probe cell constants I measuring range 

Cad Constant Conductivity RaaMMty 

0.01 0.01 txS/cm ..100 pS/cm 10Kflcm. . 100Mftcm 

0.1 0.1 (iS/cm .. 1 mS/cm 1 Kfi cm .10 MCI cm 

1 0 1 pS/cm .. 10 mS/cm 0.1 KOcm ..1 Mil cm 

10 10 tiS/cm .. 100 mS/cm 0 01 Kftcm lOOKHcm 

4.4.2 Sizing & Installation Considerations 

From process piping point of view as well as from safety considerations, flange connection was 
found to be a better option than threaded connection. In normal operating conditions of the 
reactor, poison flow does not exist around the probe. So, to prevent fluid stagnation around the 
probe, 45-degree inclination is considered. Therefore a 45 degree latroiet along^Ab a weld 
neck SS 000 lbs flange became the best choice. 

FJG.3' INSTALLEP CONDUCTIVITY PROBE CRDSSECTIONAl VIEW" 

Extreme care has to be taken while Installing the probe so that the sensing hole on the probe 
ties in the central line of the flow path for better sensing. Installation / alignment of the 45 
degree latroiet and weld neck flange on 65 NB pipe should be carried out with precision. The 
coned alignment will prevent contact between the probe and the inner surface of latroiet and 
the weld neck flange, which in turn will prevent the trapping of process fluid in the cavity. Once 
the probe is installed, there should be a uniform gap around the probe to have better ionic 
mobility to achieve accurate conductivity measurement. 



The dimensional design of the high pressure conductivity probe was worked out on the basis of 
above mentioned ceil constant and installation considerations which posed quite a few 
constraints discussed below. 

a) Length of the probe: For having fixed process connection to a 900 lbs flange 
connection, probe length was worked out in such a way that the tensing hole remains in 
the flow path at around D/4 location. The probe tip was limited to D/2 location (where D is 
•the diameter of the pipe). The length of a 45 degree latrolet with a 000 lbs weld neck flange 
further added substantial length to the probe as shown in Fig. 3. 

b) Diameter of the probe: It has been optimised in such a way that the probe does not 
add substantial pressure drop in the poison flow path but at the same time probe has 
enough mechanical strength to withstand the drag force induced by the poison flow rate of 
25 m/sec. The inner electrode dimensions were worked out for achieving the desired cefl 
constant and placing a temperature sensor in it. 

The proposed dimensional details & Installation scheme for the conductivity probes for S06-2 
of 500 MWe PHWR Is shown In the fig. 4. 
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4.4.3 Material selection of HPCP 

a) Body: All wetted parts i.e. the two electrodes and the flange material are made of 
stainless steel 316 which Is compatible with process fluid i.e. heavy water. The flange 
gasket used is made up of Teflon. 

b) Insulation.' PEEK (polyetheretherKetone) was found to be a better alternative to Teflon. 
PEEK is a high performance semi-crystalHne thermoplastic. Its characteristics Include 
high temperature performance, excellent wear properties, superior chemical resistance 
and outstanding toughness and strength. The coefficient of friction is 0.34 for PEEK, 
which is 5 times better than Teflon and this provides better sealing between electrodes 
at high pressure Its tensile strength is 4 times while tensile modulus of elasticity is 8 
times higher than Teflon, which strengthens the probe durability at high flow velocity. 

c) Temperature Element: A temperature element is placed at the center electrode of the 
probe to measure fluid temperature for on line compensation. Pt 1000 RTD is a better 
choice for the measurement of small variation in ambient temperature. 

d) Terminal Housing: The wires coming out of the probe are terminated on the other side 
of flange and SS 304 housing has been welded to it. AH the lead wire terminations of 
probe and RTD are soldered joints and insulated with heat shrinkage sleeve. 
Thereafter, silicon based RTV compound has been filled in the housing for sealing 
purpose. 

4.4.4 Poison Flow Induced Drag Force on HPCP 

One of the most important aspects in the probe design for SDS-2 is the effect of 'Poison Flow 
Induced Drag Force' which lays down the bench mark for probe dimensional parameters and 
material qualification. 

During actual SDS-2 operation, poison rushes into the calandria within a very short period of 
time (nearly 2 seconds). It achieves nearly 25 m/sec. velocity at the tip of the conductivity 
probes and exerts substantial drag force. Due to this dynamic loading, large amount of stresses 
develop across the conductivity probes. Theoretical estimation of developed stresses and 
probe tip deflection were carried out to validate probe design parameters. In other words, the 
probes were required to be qualified to withstand these stresses without any physical distortion 
or dimensional drill 



4.4.5 Theoretical Estimation of Dsvslopad Stresses and Tip 

Deflection of HPCP 

The theoretical estimation of developed stresses A tip deflection of the conductivity probe have 
been carried out for a conservative assumption that the entire flow induced drag force acts as a 
distributed line load on the surface of the probe and by treating the probe and the Range as 
cantilever and fixed support respectively. 

The estimated stress developed at the probe support (circular probe diameter 19 mm and wail 
thickness 1mm ) due to this fluid force is 88 Upa which is far below from the safe stress of 110 

Upa (SS316L) and the deflection of the probe tip is lees than 0.75 mm. 

4.4.6 Signal Processing Device 

The Signal processing device consists of high frequency AC excitation source (1 KHz), high 
input impedance preamplifier for conductivity signal conditioning circuit, microprocessor based 
signal processing circuit, RTD signal conversion circuit, conductivity proportional 4-20ma output 
circuit (3V4 digit), dc power supply circuit etc. Fig-5 describes the typical signal-processing 
scheme adopted for industrial conductivity measuring systems. 

FIGS. BLOCK DIAGRAM CJF SIGNAL CONDITIONING DEVICE 
FOR 

HIGH PRESSURE CONDUCTIVITY PROBE 



5.0 PROBE QUALIFICATION ft OBSERVATIONS 

Two probes with ceN constant 0.05 cm"' & 10.0 cm'1 were fabricated A 6 mm diameter flow 
path is provided between the outer and inner electrodes to improve time response of the 
measurement Systematic testing procedure was evoked for qualifying the fabricated high-
pressure conductivity probe as per the objectives / requirements mentioned in para 4.1 and are 
as follows 

5.1 Primary Calibrations 

The primary calibration of the probe was carried out by comparing its conductivity readings 
throughout its span against standard solutions. Standard NaCI solutions with conductivities 
ranging upto 16000 fiS/cm. were prepared In the chemical lab by proper NaCI weight and de-
mineralised (DM) water volume measurement. Theoretical conductivity value of the standard 
solution was verified with precision bench top tab conductivity measuring system based on 
platinum electrodes glass cell available m Hall 7 The observed error during the measurement 
of the theoretical (weight - volume method) conductivity values of the NaCI solutions was found 
to be within t l%. 

These HPCP with their respective signal processing unit and display indicators were subjected 
to zero and span adjustments by keeping the probe in dry air and dipping into the standard 
solution of required range respectively. After zero ft span calibration, standard NaCi solutions 
with different conductivities were prepared for obtaining five point calibrations for each probe. 
Since the base temperature was set for 25 deg C. all the values shown in the following tables 
are measured conductivities at 25 deg C The calibration results for the two probes are as given 
in Tables-2A & 2B and as well as in fig 6 & 7 as graphical presentations 

Table - 2A: Calibration results for probe with cell constant (CC) * 0.05 cm'1. 

Std. Solution 
conductivity 
(yS/cm.) — A 

Conductivity measured 
by probe under test 
(uSicm.) — B 

Difference in 
liS/cm. — (B-A) 

% error of calibrated 
•pan 
«(B-A)x100/200 

23 23 0 0.0 
58 61 3 1 5 
92 96 4 2.0 
136 139 3 1.5 
170 174 4 2 0 
205 204 •1 -0.5 



Table - 2B: Calibration results for probe with cell constant (CC) • 10.0 cm'1 

Std Solution Conductivity measured Difference in % error of calibrated 
conductivity by probe under test tiS/cm. — (B A) span 
(nS/cm.) — A (pS/tim.) — B 

* (B-A)x100/16000 
250 210 -40 -0.25 
1060 990 -80 -0.50 
2180 2070 -110 - 0 68 
3560 3470 -80 -0.50 
3960 3870 -90 -0.56 
6670 6630 -40 -0.25 
9800 9790 - 10 - 0 08 
12520 12600 80 0.50 
14630 14758 128 0.80 

KM •• car SCMOWintt 

Flg.C: Conductivity probe calibration 
results having CC • 0.06 cm'1. 

Fig.7: Conductivity probe calibration 
results having CC • 10.0 cm"'. 

5.2 Time Response Test 

Time response test (for step input) was 
carried out for the probe with CC = 0.05 
cm'1 using fast recorder (10 Hz) The 
conductivity was varied from zero to 200 
nS/cm Fig. 8 shows the time response 
characteristics for the high pressure 
conductivity probe with the measuring 
system. The observed time constant 

Fig J. Step response time measurement of 
conductivity probe measuring system. 



(t10-tflo) is 2.9 seconds, which is almost in line with the Internationally acclaimed best 

conductivity systems manufactured by M/s Great Lakes and M/s Zellweger. 

5.3 Hydro Testing & Effect of Pressure Variation: 

A test setup as shown in fig. 9 
was fabricated to carry out the 
hydro test of the conductivity 
probe. The salient feature of the 
test set up is that the probe Is 
ensured to be hilly immersed in 
liquid medium i.e. no air pockets 
exist around the probe. Probes 
were hydro-tested tor pressure up 
to 150 kg/sq.cm. for more than a 
week. There was no leakage or drop 
in pressure. 

To study the effect of process pressure variation, while doing hydro test experiments, each 
probe was subjected to different pressures. The change in conductivity readings observed 
with pressure variation are as shown In TaWe-3. 

Table - 3: Test results for conductivity variation due to process pressure. 

Hydro-test Pressure 
(kg/sq.cm.) 

Conductivity measured by probe 
having CC=10.0 cm'' (MS/cm.) 

Conductivity measured by 
probe having CC=0.05 cm 
(uS/cm.) 

For For For For 
Increasing 
Pressure 

Decreasing 
Pressure 

Increasing 
Pressure 

Decreasing 
Pressure 

160 215 215 86 86 
120 219 218 86 86 
100 219 218 87 86 
60 220 221 88 87 
to 225 223 89 89 

0.5 225 225 88 88 

Tap water was used as pressurized medium for the above testing. It was observed that with the 
increase in process pressure, conductivity values read by the probes decreased and vice 
versa. Graphical presentation of the above results is shown in fig. 10. 

Flg.9: Hydro testing scheme for high 
pvessure flanged conductivity probe. 



Flg.10: Proceee preeeurv variation effect on high p m i i w conductivity 
probe reading* for Increasing & decreasing preeeure variation. 

5.4 Temperature Compensation Test 

In general, the conductivity of most of the liquids / solutions varies substantially with change in 
temperature. However each solutions (e.g NaCI, KCI etc ) will exhibit different temperature vs 
conductivity characteristics It r quite likely that the conductivity probes can see at most the 
moderator temperature namely 65 degree C, ignoring losses through piping surface. Generally 
a temperature Compensation' a' of 2% / °C satisfies for most of the solutions. 

To qualify for on-line temperature 
compensation, KCI solution prepared in lab 
was heated up to 70 deg. C and then 
alkiwed to cool naturally Its conductivity 
was measured as the temperature was 
falling gradually. 

Fig 11 shows the graphical representation 
of the effect of conductivity readings with 
temperature compensation & without 
temperature compensation. The observed 
variation in conductivity due to change in 
process temperature was found to be well 
within 0.1%perdegC. 

Fig. 11: Temperature compensation effect 



6.6 Poison Flow Induced Drag Fores Tsst (DFT) 

For conducting Poison Flow Induced Drag Force Tests (DFT), the high-pressure conductivity 
probe having cell constant CC " 0.05 cm'1 was Installed at an existing full scale SDS-2 
experimental setup. The test setup with necessary instrumentation Is shown in Fig, 12. 

Fig.12:500 MWe PHWR SDS-2 experimental setup at HaN-7. 

Initially, the calandria (transparent) tank was filled with tap water having conductivity n»95 
nS/cm and poison tank was filled up with DM water having p - 2 jiS/cm. This arrangement was 
purely from economic consideration point of view. The gas tank was pressurized upto 85 
kg/sq cm. using Nj gas cylinders. By opening the fast acting solenoid valve for two seconds, 
the DM water in the poison tank got injected into the calandria tank. Process parameters such 
as poison tank level, pressure and conductivity 
were recorded using fast recorder, which was 
triggered by initiation signal given to fast 
acting solenoid valve. 

The probe, initially was immersed in the tap 
water from the calandria and hence indicated 
the conductivity as 95 nS/cm. After the 
solenoid valve actuation, tap water around the 
probe was replaced by the DM water and the 
conductivity shown was 2 pS/cm (poison) with 
a time lag. This change in conductivity from 95 to 2 pS/cm Fig. 13a 



was recorded. Total six injections were carried out at different N2 gas tank pressures of 86, 8S, 
75, 67. 59 and 55 kgfeq.cm. The DFT observations for Injection pressures of 36, 67snd 55 
kg/sq.cm are shown in the Fig.13 a, b and c. 

Fig. 13b 
Fig.13 Recorded Output of OFT 

orrn*MN»MMK0i*a». 
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Fig. 13c 
at SDS-2, hall 7 experimental setup. 

in all the cases, it is observed that the level in the tank increased to 109% from 100% initial 
value and the probe measured the change in conductivity truly but with an identical time lag. 
The performance of the probe was consistent and there was no leakage observed around the 
probe 

5.5.1 Post DFT Calibration 

On completion ot these six injection tests, 
probe was removed from the piping tor 
visual inspection and lab testing However 
no physical distortion ot dimensional change 
was observed in the probe To reconfirm the 
probe's integrity and performance, once 
again its calibration in the laboratory was 
carried out using standard NaCI solutions 
and standard Platinum electrode glass 
conductivity cell The graphical presentation 
of the post DFT calibration results is shown 
in Fig 14 

Flg.14: Calibration results of poet drag 
force test (OFT}-



Table - 4: Poet Drag Force Test (DFT) Calibration Results. 

Std. Solution Conductivity Difference % error of 
conductivity measured by piobe calibrated span 
<yS/cm.). ...A under teat (nS/cm.) ...(B-A) - (B-A)x100/200 

(uS/cm.) B 
58 58 0 0 
91.8 93 1.2 0.6 
135.8 139 3.2 1.6 
169 172 3 1.5 
204 200 -4 -2.0 

6.0 ANALYSIS 

From the above mentioned experimental tests results, fottowtng inferences have been made. 

6.1 Conductivity Measurement Accuracy 

The calibration results showed that the maximum error between the developed high pressure 

probes which are under test and the standard probe, is within ±2 % for 0.05 cm'1 cell constant 

and ±0.8 % for 10 cm'' cell constant. The performance of the probe with low cell constant was 

slightly poor when compared with that of high cell constant and Oils can be due to the following. 

i) The LSB of the used meter is ±1 count, which alone accounts for ± 0.5% FS. Meter 
with improved resolution can improve the display accuracy. 

ii) Machining tolerance evolved to achieve the cell constant 0.05 could be inadequate 
and requires improvements. 

6.2 Hydro Test 

During the hydro test at 150 bars over a prolonged duration, the performance of the probes was 
satisfactory. The observations were repeated when the pressure was increased and decreased 
i.e. no permanent drift was observed indicating a good mechanical design and material 
selection. The observed variations in the measured conductivity with change in fluid pressure, 
were 1.5% and 0.5% respectively for the probes with low and high cell constant This smell 
variation in conductivity with pressure could be due to the following. 



i) Fall in ionic mobility at high pressure such as 150 bars, results tot a fail of 
conductivity values at high pressure. However analysis is being carried to study 
this aspect in detail. 

ii) Application of high pressure exerts a force In axial direction on flat surface of probe 
tip i.e. on insulating material between two electrodes. Due to this force there could 
be lateral displacement between the two electrodes or small dimensional variation 
(in elastic region), which brings minute changes in cell constant and hence in 
conductivity. Once this aspect is validated with further experimentation, 
improvement in fabrication tolerances and insulation sealing techniques can be 
taken up. 

6.3 Temperature Compensation 

The observed variation in conductivity due to change in process temperature is well within 0.1% 
per deg C for the probe with cell constant 0.05. The coefficient of temperature compensation of 
KCI solution, namely 2% per deg C fits well for liquid poison solution also. 

6.4 Drag Force Test (DFT) 

6.4.1 Theoretical estimation 

As per the theoretical estimation, the developed stresses at the flange support of the probe is 
well within the allowable limit and the maximum tip deflection is 0.7 mm, assuming the probe as 
a single hollow pipe. However, the probe actually consists of press-fit sealed PEEK insulating 
material with a SS rod as inner electrode. So the actual stresses and deflection of the tip will be 
far less if the probe is considered as coaxial composite solid bar. 

6.4.2 Experimental Results of DFT 

Fig. 13 a, b and c shows the experimental outputs of flow induced drag force test. From the 
figures and Table- 2A (pre DFT) and Table- 4 (post DFT). the following can be stated. 

a It was observed that the level in the poison tank Increased to 109% from 100% initial 
' value due to the sudden immersion of the ball. 

b. The conductivity probe responded to the above change only after the poison flow 
became stagnant, after a delay of 5.5 seconds from the initiation of gas injection into 
the poison tank, in all the cases. 



c. From the post DFT calibration results it is found that the probe performance remained 
the same even after six consecutive high pressure poison injections. 

7.0 CONCLUSION 

The developed conductivity probes with range 0-200 jaS/cm and 0-16000 jiS/cm performed 
excedentty & reliably during their evaluation testing and can be incorporated in the secondary 
shut down system. 

The criteria evolved for the qualification of the probe meets the stringent requirement for 
nuclear applications. Hence K can be concluded that the completion of development of high 
pressure conductivity probe was one of the important milestones towards development of SDS-
2 for 500 MWe PHWR. 
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